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Theodore Bundy was one of the more infamous, and flamboyant, American serial killers on record,

and his story is a complex mix of psychopathology, criminal investigation, and the U.S. legal system.

This in-depth examination of Bundy's life and his killing spree that totaled dozens of victims is drawn

from legal transcripts, correspondence, and interviews with detectives and prosecutors. Using these

sources, new information on several murders is unveiled. The biography follows Bundy from his

broken family background to his execution in the electric chair.
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I am Lorraine Fargo, briefly mentioned in Mr. Sullivan's account of Ted Bundy's murder of a close

friend of mine, Roberta Kathleen Parks. I must admit that seeing my name in print after all these

years was a bit of a shock to me, and rekindled all of the emotions we all felt, 36 years ago, when

Kathy disappeared. I have not yet completed reading Mr. Sullivan's book, but from what I have read,

it is very accurate, and the very readable style in which it is written makes it hard to put down.I have

had the pleasure of communicating with Mr. Sullivan since I became aware of this book, and I can

tell you that his intent is to deliver the facts in an insightful and sensitive way. I believe he has

accomplished this and then some.Ted Bundy effected the lives of many, many people prior to his

eventual capture and execution, and I am one of them. I'd like to thank you publically, Kevin, for

your detailed and sensitive account of this horrific series of events that consumed the many loved

ones, friends, and indeed, the entire nation for many years.Mr. Sullivan gives us a personal glimpse

into the lives of Bundy's victims that earlier books failed to capture. If you are a true crime enthusiast



or have a particular interest in Ted Bundy's criminal endeavors, this is a MUST READ. There are no

other books in publication that offer the insight and details that Kevin Sullivan offers. READ THIS

BOOK!Lorraine

The Bundy Murders is an updated look at the infamous murders of Ted Bundy. This book has great

detail on the last movements of the victims. The work does not have the usual 8 or 9 picture gallery

"photos of the victims". Sullivan's focus is on the murdered girls as people and has lots of detail on

them, their movements and the location in which the crime occurred.The book has great new

information on potential victims that escaped with their lives. TBM gives much more insight on Ted's

trolling methods and the ruses he used to ensnare victims. There are many references to witnesses

not mentioned in other accounts.Ted had scrapes with law enforcement and other people who were

very suspicious of Ted and his sneaky and wily ways. Sullivan captures these in his text. The image

of Ted the "super-sneak" is slightly tarnished as the author shows that people did have their

suspicions about the mighty Bundy before his eventual capture.The numbers tell the horrible story.

For four years, Ted Bundy, the all-American boy, slaughtered our daughters. 36 women. A person

every 45 days on average, fell to the warped psyche of the most horrific killer in American history.

TBM does a first rate job of putting all the evidence and facts on view for everyone to see. Bundy

killed 36 or so women and greatly impacted a few thousand more. All these people suffered to

satisfy the twisted sexual and psychological needs of a warped human being.Read this book if you

want to get more information on the case. Some of the older books done on the Bundy murders

lacked the detail Kevin sullivan has been able to provide. Buy this book if you want that kind of

detail.

Pay attention to the word "Comprehensive" in the subtitle of Kevin Sullivan's book, THE BUNDY

MURDERS, because this work is exactly that. After reading Sullivan's book about the life of General

Custer, and now this one on Ted Bundy, I've really grown to appreciate his attention to detail. It's

amazing how even though we think we know something about certain characters in history, there is

so much we haven't heard, and Sullivan is an expert at filling in the blanks.Maybe you're a person

who likes to paint life with a broad stroke, or doesn't really care much about the details, but for me,

it's the often overlooked details that give us the "how," and more importantly, the "why," certain

events of our world have occurred. As a history enthusiast, I'm thankful for someone who will do the

thorough research, and fact checking, that Sullivan has obviously done in this work.After a

horrendous crime takes place, people will often ask, "Why would anyone do such a thing?" Well,



with the descriptive reporting that Sullivan has done on Ted Bundy, you can now have a look into

Bundy's mind, and examine the evil forces, events, and character flaws that drove him. I highly

recommend this book for everyone who insists on knowing the facts. You will learn something you

did not know.Stephen W.

I grew up in Seattle during Bundy's crime spree and like other reviewers here have read everything I

could about these crimes. Most of the Bundy books came out long ago, so it was great to see

something come out more recently which could build on those earlier efforts and bring to light new

information. Kudos to author Sullivan for taking a subject which many of us thought we knew

everything about, and educating us even further! I highly recommend this book!

As someone who is old enough to remember when all of this happened, I thought I had read it all. I

was fascinated by Bundy as he was my first introduction to the idea that all bad men don't look like

monsters. After the many trials I read everything I could find about him and was under the

impression I knew all there was to know. But this book put me in my place. I now see him in a whole

new light, and it's not a flattering light. I can now see him for the monster that he really was. I have

already pre-ordered and am anxiously awaiting the second book about him from this author.
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